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This Present Darkness, Piercing the Darkness, and Prophet, three of Frank PerettiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

best-selling works of fiction, are now available at an unbelievably low price! All three pocket-sized

paperback editions of PerettiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s favorite spiritual thrillers are encased in a giftable slipcase

and shrink-wrapped for easy display.
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Great set of books, must read for every Christian, very realistic, very true to the Gospel on Spiritual

Warfare, and very prophetic. For anyone who has eyes in their heads and is spiritual, you will

immediately recognize this. The Prophet starts slow but is totally worth the read - stick it out. It will

help you understand a great deal about how the media works with agents of darkness to skew the

public in favour of demonic laws, and keep them in the dark about the evil, horrendous, side effects

these laws have.Very impactful. You may have heard from your Pastor or Priest how important it is

to pray, but this realistic fiction will imprint it on your mind in a way that many a church sermon can't.

These are the most superior books for a serious person interested in the way things really work.

Parretti is a spectacular author and a great researcher. This is the 5th set I've given away. The last

time I gave it away, she read the first book in 2 days! Would have read it straight through if it weren't

for pesky work. I have read the first two 3 times. Great reads, good books.

All I can say is buy these. for 20 years now I have purchased them over 10 times for others. When



my cousin told me to buy them I thought they would be dry reading, and then I found out they were

novels.Peretti Three-Pack

Frank Peretti has a unique talent of painting a picture with words. The story line is excellent but

important Christian lessons can be learned.

I first read 'Piercing the Darkness' 14 years ago and it made such an impact on my life. I'm not a

person to read a book more than once - but this book I have read over and over. Frank Peretti is

everything you could possibly ask for in a writer... imaginative, intelligent, artistic, sincere... he is one

of the GREAT ones. He helped open my eyes to understanding some of the things that have

happened in my own, and my family's life. Not for those who want to walk through life with their eyes

closed... and I suppose it was my time to have mine opened. Thanks Mr Peretti - you have been

one of God's lifelines to me. I wish you all the very best.

Personally, Frank Peretti is one of my favorite authors. I absolutely love the 3 pack. I got it as a gift

for my nephew, I have read all 3 books years ago.

Excellent book. I bought to read with my teens but the material was a little too creepy and mature for

them. I'll need to wait a year or two.

Although I have only finished one book of three at this point, "This Present Darkness," I would

definitely recommend this author to others. It shows the incredible power of prayer and faith. In

whatever situations we may find ourselves in, God is never far away -- and His assistance can be

counted upon. We do have the ability to resist evil in this world and to have hope and faith in that

which is GOOD.A wonderful man recommended this book to me, and I know that I will enjoy reading

other Peretti books. I'm glad that I gave this one a chance! It is more "sci-fi" than I normally read, but

it is still fascinating and the author's character development is crucial to the storytelling. It makes it

that much more real.Once you start reading, it's hard to put down!
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